Designing Brand Identity
A Complete Guide to Creating, Building, and Maintaining Strong Brands
This book is one-stop learning about brand identity. It's an accessible resource that provides a road map to the process, explains some fundamental concepts, and showcases best practices. In the heat of a big project, it's easy to forget these core concepts; then again, maybe we never quite understood them and didn't want to ask. This resource supports a larger goal: to create, build, and manage strong brands, and to demonstrate why brand identity is a vital investment in the future.

All subject matter is organized by spread for easy accessibility.

Author's note
Brand identity implies an asset. Corporate identity sounds too much like an expense. I think this is an important distinction.
2

Process

Part 2 presents the brand identity process. The process underlies all successful brand identity work, regardless of the nature and size of the project. This section answers the question "Why does it take so long?"
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62 Using market research tools
64 Customer insight
66 Competitive audit
68 Internal audit

Phase 2
Creating Strategy
70 Clarifying brand strategy
72 Narrowing the focus
74 The big idea
76 Brand identity brief
78 Naming

Phase 3
Designing Brand Identity
80 Designing symbols
82 Logotype + signature design
84 Color
86 More color
88 Typography
90 Trial applications
92 Presentation

Phase 4
Building Brand Identity
94 Introduction to applications
96 Trademark process
98 Letterhead
100 Business card
102 Brochure
104 Packaging
106 Website
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110 Interior + exterior
112 Vehicles
114 Uniforms
116 Ephemera

Phase 5
Managing Assets
118 Intro to managing assets
120 Changing brand identity
122 Launching brand identity
124 Branding tools
126 Standards content
128 In-house design
130 Building brand champions
132 Reproduction files
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Practice

Part 3 presents a series of case studies that reflect best practices. From local to global, from public through private, the range is a spectrum of branding and brand identity projects created by firms with diverse methodologies and strengths—from branding and design consultancies to in-house departments.
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